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This dissertation covers the commissioning and testing of an aircraft's constant 
frequency alternator as the power supply for the Blue Parrot radar. The Blue Parrot is an 
X-band radar which forms part of the navigation and weapon-aiming system onboard the 
Buccaneer S-50 SAAF aircraft. The radar set uses a source of three-phase power at 400 
Hz, which the constant frequency alternator can supply with the aid of certain auxiliary 
systems. The auxiliary systems include a prime mover, blower fan and a telemetering 
system. The prime mover has high starting currents which were reduced significantly by 
the use of a soft-starter. During testing, the constant frequency alternator started 
overheating and a blower fan was selected based on its thermal requirements. Significant 
cooling of the constant frequency alternator's case temperature was achieved by the use 
of a blower fan and shroud. The generator control unit monitors and regulates all 
parameters on the unit except for case temperature and blower fan pressure. A 
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Alternator~An alternator is an electromechanical device that converts mechanical en-
ergy to alternating current electrical energy. 
Blower Fan~Centrifugal radial bladed fan enclosed in a metal housing driven by 2.2 kW 
induction motor. 
Constant Frequency Alternator~An aircraft generator operating a 400 Hz which per-
forms its own speed control with the aid of a constant speed drive. 
Generator~ The constant frequency alternator including the generator control unit. The 
generator's rating is 15 kV A. 
Generator Control Unit~Is the constant frequency alternator's control unit. This per-
forms voltage and speed regulation as well as protecting the device against electrical dam-
age. 
Generator Control Unit Starter Circuit~Is a 28 V dc circuit used to switch on the 
generator control unit when the soft starter interlocks the delta contactor. This circuit 
receives power via a single phase 220 V mains and delta auxiliary contactor. 
Prime Mover~Is the 15 kW induction motor and soft starter. This is coupled to the input 
to the constant frequency alternator. 
Rotary Inverter~Is the collective term used in the dissertation for the prime mover, 
generator and blower fan. 
Soft Starter~ls the low voltage switchgear used to reduce the motor's voltage at startup. 
Also referred to as a star delta starter, all housed in an orange metal enclosure. 
Telemetering System~An apparatus for recording the readings of an instrument and 












ADC - Analog to Digital Converter 
CFA - Constant Frequency Alternator 
CSD - Constant Speed Drive 
CT - Current Transfonner 
D 1 - Differential Gear One 
D2 - Differential Gear Two (also referred to as the speed step up gear) 
EMCSD - Electro-Mechanical Constant Speed Drive (same as CSD) 
FLR - Frequency Limiting Resistors (also referred to as over speed resistors) 
GCU - Generator Control Unit 
GCUSC - Generator Control Unit Starter Circuit 
PF - Power Factor 
PG - Pulse Generator 
PMG - Pennanent Magnet Generator 
RF - Radio Frequency 
RRSG - Radar Remote Sensing Group 
SAAF - South African Air Force 
SANDF - South African National Defence Force 
UART - Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 
UCT - University of Cape Town 
VT - Voltage Transformer 













1.1 Background to the Constant Frequency Alternator 
A constant frequency alternator is an engine-driven generator used as the primary elec-
trical power source onboard military and commercial aircraft. The Mirage FI-C aircraft, 
where this particular constant frequency alternator was salvaged, use both DC and AC 
sources of power. The aviation voltage standards are 28 V dc and three-phase 200 volts 
line-to-line at 400 Hz. These voltages are distributed to all the electrical equipment on-
board the aircraft. Each Mirage F I-C aircraft has two constant frequency alternators [5]. 
The engine-driven AC generator can be thought of as a rotary converter, which takes me-
chanical energy and converts it into electrical energy. Variable engine speeds are passed 
through a constant speed drive, which tum the alternator at a set speed. The speed at 
which the alternator turns determines the output frequency in these engine-driven ma-
chines. Since the engine speed varies, it is necessary for the constant speed drive to tum 
the alternator at constant speed to keep the frequency stable at 400 Hz [1]. The con-
stant frequency alternator uses a differential gear assembly and an eddy current brake to 
ensure that synchronous speed is delivered to the alternator. Synchronous speed, 8000 
rpm, is the speed needed to produce an output frequency of 400 Hz. Figure 1.1 below 
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1.3 Introduction to the 400 Hz Power Supply 
An engine-driven AC generator, which had been removed from a grounded Mirage Fl 
fighter plane was donated to the University by the SAAF. Given the capacity of the AC 
generator, it was decided that it should be used to supply the aircraft radars in the depart-
ment with a source of 400 Hz three-phase power for laboratory purposes. An alternative 
approach would have been to use a frequency converter to supply 400 Hz power to the 
radars. This latter approach would have been cost effective, as it does not incorporate 
the auxiliary systems used in the AC generator approach as shown in Figure 1.2. The 
generator approach is to all intents and purposes educational. 
The donated systems included the constant frequency alternator and control unit, whereas 
the auxiliary systems were either designed, selected or built. Onboard the aircraft the 
constant frequency alternator served as primary source of power to all systems. The 
engines fulfilled two purposes: (i) that of being the prime mover and (ii) that of being 
the source of ventilation for cooling. In this project, an induction motor was used as the 
prime mover, whereas a blower fan provided the necessary cooling. 
The system diagram in Figure 1.2 shows an induction motor driving an alternator via a 
constant speed drive thereby ensuring that the speed to the alternator remains fixed. Ven-
tilation is provided in the form of a blower fan, which stabilises the operating temperature 
of the constant frequency alternator. The soft starter serves a control and protection func-
tion to the rotary inverter in addition to being the motor starter. The generator control unit 
monitors the alternator and constant speed drive's parameters all except for case tempera-
ture and ventilation pressure, which is done by the telemetering system. The telemetering 
system is a RF-link between the wendy house and the laboratory. The students can thus 
view the measured parameters so that early action can be taken against any faults that 
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1.4 User Requirements 
The goal of the project is to commission a three-phase 200 Y, 400 Hz power supply using 
a constant frequency alternator. The power supply is to be used at the University of 
Cape Town for laboratory purposes. The power supply shall be located in a wendy house 
outside the 6th floor of the Menzies building at the University. 
The objectives of the project are listed below [2]: 
1. To select a suitable prime mover according to its electrical and mechanical require-
ments of the generator. 
2. The system should have a single point where it can be started and stopped. 
3. To select a suitable blower fan that stabilises the constant frequency alternator's 
operating temperature according to its thermal requirements. 
4. To design a ventilation shroud for the constant frequency alternator. 
5. To design the start circuit for the generator control unit which should be synchro-
nised to the soft starter. 
6. To build a wiring harness between the constant frequency alternator and generator 
control unit. 
7. To design a telemetering system which will monitor the following parameters, 
namely: 
(a) line-to-line voltage across (between phases a-b), 
(b) line current (phase a), 
(c) constant frequency alternator's case temperature, and 
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Chapter 7. The objective of this chapter was to re-use code already written by a student 
who programmed a monitoring unit to measure the same four parameters, however, 
what was supposed to be a straight forward exercise turned out to be a time con-
suming debugging exercise which could not be solved in the required time, for this 
project. However, despite not achieving communication between boards the analog 
to digital conversion as well as the decoding routines were successful. 
Chapter 8. Conclusions 












The underlying theory, covering all aspects of commissioning the constant frequency al-
ternator as a 400 Hz power supply, is explained in this chapter. Section 2.1 reviews the 
operation of the mechanical parts of the constant frequency, as well as the voltage and 
speed control loop found in the generator control unit. Section 2.2 lists the thermal re-
quirements of the constant frequency alternator. Lastly Section 2.6 covers the theory of 
analysing the perfomance of induction motors. 
2.1 Constant Frequency Alternator ([1],[5],[6]) 
The engine-driven constant frequency alternator can be thought of as a rotary converter, 
in that it takes mechanical energy and converts it into electrical energy. Variable engine 
speeds are passed through a constant speed drive, which turns the alternator at a set speed. 
The speed at which the alternator turns determines the output frequency in these engine-
driven machines. Since the engine speed varies it is necessary for the constant speed 
drive, to turn the alternator at a constant speed to keep the frequency stable at 400Hz. The 
constant speed drive uses a differential gear assembly and an eddy current brake to ensure 
synchronous speeds are delivered to the alternator. Synchronous speed is 8000 rpm for a 
6 pole alternator to produce an output frequency of 400 Hz. Figure 1.1 shows the constant 
frequency alternator, which are three-phase 200 volt line-to-line, 400 Hz machines. The 
constant frequency alternator consist of: an alternator, electro-mechanical constant speed 
drive and an eddy current brake cup. The electro-mechanical constant speed drive and 
the eddy current brake cup will be referred to as the constant speed drive and brake cup 
respectively. Together these parts make it possible for the alternator to produce three-
phase 200 line-to-line voltages at 400 Hz, when driving speeds and torque fall between 
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altemator', end eonstan\. \\'h~rea, the hrake cup ,ilk change, in ,uch a way t(\ c(\mpemat~ 
for th~ difference in 'peed r .quation 2.1 gOHms thc diIll:rencc ,peed. II", eyu~tion 
rcad" thc dilU:rcnce betwccn the m"tur lItpllt 'peed and bmke cup compells.ation 'pecd 
,lwlIld he the synchrol1ou, ,pe~d of th~ a lt~rn~lOr. Synchronou, speed oUhc altematur IS 










speed through dilTcrcntial action wh~l'cas spccds greater than 4000 rpm compensates by 
hraking (see rahle 2.11_ For example. drivin),\ th~ COll,tan! 'peed drive with a motor 'r~e<i 
of 3000 rpm wOllld only produce 6000 rpm lor lh~ ultl'mulor ,hart by the g~ar ratio 2N;n 
Clearly the dill"rm<", in ,yncilronous spcnl is 2000 rpm, WhLdl is wml~:nsatnl for by 
the braKe cup. 
(2. 1) 
• " "Il,,...,,.,,. - ,ynchronous speed of8(H~1 rpm, w[Hell stay, constant. 
• \"; n - sIX'cd of 11K' prime moveI'. typiC.llly l'na rpm. 
• \",omJ ~"""tion = the speed of the brake cup_ 
Figure 2.2: Prindpk of operation of the conSt.1nl SlXn1 dri"" [1]. 
Table 2.1: Speeds of rotational components within tf>,;, constant frequency airernator. 












Cnkulnting thr ideal mawr ill pul sperd [61 
Tn" compen '~ti on p<lwer reguired to maimain con,tam 'peed is ~iven hl' the Egumion 
2.2, bdow, whi <:h" the work or [6J . Ch"nging the Hlput sp"<:d atl<ll"blLlating 11K: r<:llLlls 
Irom Eq uation 2. j produces the resu lts presented in T~bk 2.3. 
(2.2) 
• ru,,' - Output torque 
• w,,,, - OUlplLl 'p"~d 
Table 2.3 l><:lo\\ show, lhm :11 4()(lO '"pm It.;, ic;),t amount of eompemMion power i, re-






2.2 Thermal Characteristics /11 
,i I, .] 











2.3 The Generator Control LTnit (CCll) 
S~wn f~~dback !clOpS control t h~ eFA oUlput. rh~y ar" cCIl1I"ineil ill a shidiled di~­
cas l ",clangular box c"lkillhe GCU, Slackeil prlnled clrcull b"aril conlam lne wmrol 
ami pml~clion loop, ~nil are Ii,ted bdow, Not ~II th~ [e"db~ck I(~)p, ~re reqLLlreil ji)r 
ope'~l i ng lile U'/\ in constant 'peed mode; thme thm are, ~re I i sled be low [ I J: 
• Vohag~ (196 - 2{HI V) 
• ~r~quency (39(, - 4()4 H~) 
• O\'~r-Cllm:ll l (> 45 A) 
• l(mllL~ (slLdd~n changes) 
TlK: mOSI crilical"flhesc ~re Ihe ,'ollag:e ~nd the t;'equcncy. which ~re discu"C<J below, 
2.3.1 Voltag{' control loop ({'xdtation curr{'nt) 
St~lor v,'llages are me",llrcd by ,Iep-down vo l t~ge lra ns/ormers ~nd c"mp~rN to Ihe 
r~f~r~ne~ compar~lm inside lhe reg lLl"lor [)~p~lldill g on Ihe <rator vohage, th~ rU' in g 
an~le of lh" redilin', i, eitnn incrcaseil or d~creased Irom iI, s~t POillt. 'I 'nis 'e~ UIaI~S 
Ihe ,",clilLers DC ~o ll ~ge ,The IX" \olT~ge is kd to the altenwto,.·s rowr windings whcre 
it becm"", ~xeitation curren t This exc ilatioll curr~n t '~Is up th" magnetic ti"ld. wh ich 
illduc~s a vohag~ aero" toc , t"tor lerlnillal" I hi, i, th~ op~ralion oflhe \'o l t"~e loop 
2.3.2 FrequcnC)' control loop (speed loop) 
l'r~quency o[ ,upply is ilClermineil by the ,pe~d ~t which Ih~ magnelic "irg"p Ileld clLIS 
the Ihree pok p~ir, 191, Th~ sp'~d ,'f the airgap licld is iletermincil by the rolor , hali 
,reed, Wh~n Ih~,~ role, ~r~ cut al X{~III rpm, il proouc~, 4{HI liz ,Iator \'oltag~s. The 
jrequcncy Il",p cont,.ols the following l lJ. 
l. Ellsurin~ thai the ait"mator' s frnllLellcy fill Is h<:tw~Cll 396 and 404 liz 
2, C"ntroiling bmke-cup lilrcction ~nil sp~ed. 










2.4 Frequ ency Hunting 121 
The 'tudell! who", f~s~afch wa, on sd~ding u prime mO\·~f. pmcoo~u L1le work uooc 
for lhis lh~,i,. ~nco lLnt~rcu a !i-C<l lL~tK)' h lL nling problem when tesling lhe syqem. In an 
all~mpllO solve the problem the studen! ca]'ried 0 111 th~ rollowing tests 
2.4. 1 Aim 
Th~ aim of this t~st wus 10 compm~ lh~ flloclioning of Ihe working Cl'A Jiom lh~ Mirage 
ai rcmfl wilh lh~ pol~ nl ially j~lIlly Cl'A. in order 10 eswhl ish whether the bult lay with the 
GCU or Wllh Ih~ Cl'A 
2.4.2 i\ lcthod 
In order to teq this. hoth erAs w~r~ coupled separalely with lhe '~me contro l lLml. as 
shown in the flgure . Tlwrculk r. i I' lhe probl ~rn ""rsi slCulhe con!rol units were exchanged. 
LO " O 
PR I M~ MoYI!" 
--- . ~. 
G~N ERATOR 
Figure 1.3: Sy'tem conflgurat ion dur ing t~sti ng_ 
2.4.3 Findings 
Both gcoc]'ators had a I'req\l ency hu nt ing prohl~m as conflgur~d in the 'NllP h~lmv_ Both 
lh~ olrn,r CFA arnllh~ c'o nlrol unil W~W lI11erch~ngl'(L Two possible ca lLses Were identi-
fied. 
I. The variahl~ sp"~d driw was trying to r~gulat~ th~ input 'I",~d whilst th~ constant 










2. The frequency limiting resistor circuit were needed for constant frequency opera-
tion [22]. 
2.4.4 Discussion 
The manner in which the variable speed drive was used was not documented by the student 
whose work preceeded this project. Therefore it is assumed that the variable speed drive 
operated in open loop. This open loop operation would keep the voltage and frequency 
constant, which means that the induction motor would be running at 3000 rpm at full rated 
torque and current [23]. If the variable speed drive was varying the input speed, then the 
CSD would override any regulation in input speed. It is suggested that this might not be 
the root cause. 
The frequency limiting resistors are designed to brake the speed of the alternator during 
rapid engine speed changes by shunting the coils across the alternator's stator. This has the 
effect of braking the alternator speed. If these resistors were faulty then the problem could 
be eliminated by replacing them. When the frequency limiting resistors were removed, 
however the hunting problem was still present. When the resistors were placed back, 
the problem was eradicated. This reason leaves a gap in uderstanding the nature of the 
hunting problem, which is addressed in the Section 4.5. 
2.5 Gearbox Oil 
The generator's gearbox uses a Mobil Jet Oil 254 for lubrication. The colour of healthy 
oil is brown, whereas dirty oil is black in colour. At all times the sump should be filled 
with 630 ml of oil to cover moving parts. The constant frequency alternator should be 
in the horizontal position while generating and re-filling with oil (see Reference [34] for 
instructions on filling and re-filling of gearbox oil). 
2.6 The Prime Mover 
The selection of the prime mover for the constant frequency alternator formed part of an 
undergraduate thesis project [2]. A 15 kW induction motor was selected; its specifications 











Table 2.5: Induction motor's rated specifications [2]. 
I Parameter I Value I Units I 
Rated Voltage 380 VI-J 
Rated Current 26.5 A 
Connection Delta/Star 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Rated Output 15 kW 
Speed at Rated Power 2940 rpm 
Efficiency at full load 90 % 
Efficiency at 3/4 load 90.2 % 
Power Factor 0.90 p.u 
Rated Torque 49 N.m 
Weight 77 kg 
2.6.1 The equivalent circuit model of an induction motor [9] 
The per phase equivalent impedance Equation 2.3 can be used to calculate the perfor-
mance of induction motors by using the calculated parameters in Table A.3. This equation 
is dependant on slip s which is I at startup and almost zero at rated speed. In Chapter A.3 
this equation is used to calculate the input impedance over the full slip range to obtain a 
current profile of the induction motor. 
Zin 
jXm( R2 + jX2) 
Rl + jXl + s· 
~2 + j(Xm + X2) 
(2.3) 
• R1- stator resistance 
• X1- stator impedance 
• Xm - magnetising impedance 
• R2- rotor resistance 
• X2- rotor impedance 
• s - slip 
The stator current Equation2.4 below uses the phase-to-neutral voltage V ph at different 












• Is - stator current. 
• V ph - phase to neutral voltage. 
• Zin - input impedance. 
Equation 2.5 determines the available torque which the induction motor can be loaded 
with at startup. The equation uses the thevenin equivalent voltage Vth and impedance Rth 
and Xth as the stator parameters in the calculation, (see Reference [8]). This equation can 
be used for determining a torque profile for the motor. 
(2.5) 
The motor equation N = 120f shows that a two pole (p) induction machine on a 50 Hz (f) 
p 












Commissioning the Siemens 15 kW 
Induction Motor as the Prime Mover 
for the Constant Frequency Alternator 
The selection, testing and commissioning of a substitute prime mover is covered in this 
chapter. Onboard the Mirage F l-C, a gas-turbine is coupled to a constant frequency alter-
nator, which produces the mechanical power to generate three-phase power at 400 Hz. In 
the method used in this dissertation, the induction motor replaces the gas-turbine. 
3.1 Prime Mover Selection 
3.1.1 Constant frequency alternator's specifications 
The driving shaft requirements show that the constant frequency alternator can operate in 
two power modes i.e at high and low rotational speeds. Table 3.1 lists the requirements 
for driving the constant frequency alternator in both modes. 
It is the function of the constant speed drive to deliver constant rotational speed at 8000 
rpm to the alternator rotor irrespective of the input speed. For the purpose of maintaining 
constant rotor speed the constant speed drive includes two differential gears and an elec-
tro mechanical brake all controlled by the frequency regulation system of the regulator. 
Therefore it is not necessary for both the motor and the constant speed drive speeds to be 
regulated. 
Table 3.1: The constant frequency alternator's power rating at different speeds. 
I Power Rating [kVA] I PF I Rotational Speeds [rpm] I Torque [N.m] I 











3.1.2 Direct current motors versus induction motors 
Since speed control is not required on the motor side an ordinary DC or an AC induction 
motor can be used. Induction motors are more viable than DC motors, because the latter 
have brushes that require maintenance [9]. As a result, an induction motor was chosen. 
3.1.3 Induction motors 
The ideal motor would be a 4000 rpm at 30.4 N.m machine, which is explained in Sec-
tion 2.1.2. However this cannot be achieved in an induction machine due to the speed 
limitation on a 50 Hz supply (see Section 2.6). The available motor sizes in this range 
are II, 15 and 18 kW. The 11 kW motor has insufficient torque, whereas an 18 kW has a 
surplus at a higher cost, for this reason a 15 kW induction motor was chosen. Table 3.1 
lists the motor's requirements. 
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the prime mover. 
I Parameter I Value I Unit I 
Rated Voltage 380 VI-I 
Rated Current 26.5 A 
Rated Output 15 kW 
Rated Torque 49 N.m 
Speed at rated output 2940 rpm 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Connection V/Y 
3.2 Pre-Commissioning Work 
3.2.1 Induction motor testing 
A no load and locked rotor test was performed on the motor to calculate the equivalent 
circuit, which enables the following current profile to be predicted. These test results can 
be found in Appendix A. The following graph was created using the formula Istator = ~ 
where V phand Zinare phase voltage and input impedance respectively. The phase voltage 
is 220 V and 380 V in a star and delta connected network respectively. Input impedance 
is calculated using Equation A. 13 over the slip interval, and plotted for the star and delta 
configurations as shown below. The graph in Figure 3.1 shows the motor's phase-current 
profile under the star and delta configurations versus slip. The green curve represents 
the current profile ofthe star configuration, whereas the yellow curve represents that of a 
delta configuration. The result is consistent with the literature, which predicts a 5-8 times 











on tfle upstream circlIit br~aker d\lring laboratory testing. anu that it would uo the ,arrle 
if it I' ere i nstalleu in the w~nuy house on the sixth flclor. "ortunatc Iy this prohlerrl ~an h<; 
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Figure J. j. IiKludion motor's ~urrclll \is shp show111g the '0[\ .,t"rting effect. 
3.2.2 Suft starter 
Owmg 10 the upstre"Hl circuit breaker tripping: uuring motor .,tart up and ""longing to th~ 
Lniversily. it could nN be changed, thus a s"tl starter "'as pun:ha>ed. 
The star delta ,tarLer nm I"" used on th~ induction motor a., both end, of the Ih,."e pha,e 
winding arC "v"ilable at the j unclion box (see Se~tion 3.3). At , Iarl up, \'ollag:e is applied 
to one end of tfle winding while Ih~ otfler end is c()]mecl~d in a Y point DlIring lhi , 
connection ), "rIlle voltage is appl ied and the current is n:dllced by Ihe ,mHc "mount 
[J7]. I he le,t ,how, Ihi , to be true ,ts one pl""e draw, 90 Amp., during: a di,."ct on line 
swrl and 53 Amp, wilh" slarconne~lion (see Figun: 3.1). lhe lor'lu~ i, reduced by a 
!actor of j (,~~ Section 3.31. Thi, bring' t he motor shali ,peed f",m 'wndSlill to 75 % 
of ils .-aled speed. T" bring the shan 10 2920 rpm lhe 'I"f poinl IS op<.;n cir"uil~u "nd Ih~ 










and current to the motor and al lowing il to reach full speed. The cOJliig-uralio n for the 
Sla'tIT shows the followmg ,witc il gear viz. thermal ove rload "day. lim ~ r. <lelia and Slar 
contactOfS, Th~ lim ~ the soft Slaner takes 10 make the imn"lioll hel",,"n .tar and Mira i, 
sel to 12 ,econds . 'j'h~ thermal ov~rl oarl i, set to trip once The currclll dmwn exceeds I 




































Figure 3.2: Son ,tarter's schemulic. 














The terminal connections arc colour coded us ill uslrlHCd in Figure 3.3. I he connection> 
W2, LJ2. V2 are "'irefl ti-omlhc ovcrload relay where", U I. V I. W I me connected!O tile 
,till" and delta conlilctor,_ Not shown j. lh~ ea1th conn"l:lion ro th ~ mOlor ease "hieh must 











figure 3.3: Induction motor', connections [or "nli-cll>ckwi<e rotation from the non dri\1: 
om]. 
3.2.4 l\lounting 
The induction mOI"r rest< (In a metal p linth with ami-vibration [cet the advantage' "r 
whkh "CdlL~~S 1l10,'cm~nl bdween the n",tor and plinth. The plinth in turn stands on 
ami- .. ibr~lion [eel" hkh r~dU<T' lh~ m,is~ betw","n the plinth and the A(~)f_ 











3.3 The Load Torque 
It was assumed that the load would impose n torquc 01' 30,4 N,m on lhc m010r"s ><JOn"s 
the load circuit hreaker is closed on the generntor ,ide. The as,umption wns b~scd on Ta· 
hle 3. I, During lhe ,lar ~onn~clion Ihe mOWr 's lorqlL~ i, I~" lhan -'0.4 N.Ill. which would 
resu lt in a STall ifth. eoupl .d g.neral0r w.r. ,tartcd wilh a load nllaehed, A slall oc~ u" 
when there is a negativ. difference between the ""'tor", ann load', torque, fig u .. 3.5 wns 
,,"kuialed b"Sl><l on E'llLalion 2.5 which clearly shows the lllo1or, t"'que versu, sl iI' , The 
mowr did 'lall w hile Ih~ g~ne,"lor wl lh load was ,t"rleu (I uring !he redlLc~u lorque state 
as ,hown hy the tuchsia curve out<inc lh. ren vertieall incs in Figure 3.5, To soh'c lhi" 
lhe g~neIl\lor ,h(mld nm ,Ian lLnUt'f lhe star contact(}r bul lhat it ,h(}uld he sytlC hrOllisen 



















3.4 Starting and Stopping the Prime Mover 
The induction motor is started and stopped via the push button on the front panel of the 
soft starter, provided that the mains supply is switched on. The generator and blower fan 
will be re-wired to start from the soft starter (see Sections 4.3 and 5.4 respectively). 
3.5 Motor Efficiency 
Using the name plate table parameters we can calculate the input power to the motor to 
be: 
Pin 3 X V X I X cos8 
Pin 3 X 400 X X 15.40.9 
Pin 16632\V 









The rated efficiency of the Siemens induction motor is PI~nt= 92.5 %. 
III 
3.6 Summary 
In conclusion, the chapter provided the following useful information, viz: 
• Nuisance tripping was resolved by the use of the soft starter. 
• The soft starter serves as a central point of control for the motor, generator and 
blower fan. 
• The generator cannot be started when the motor is operating in the reduced torque 
mode, owing to the fact that there is insufficient torque. 












Commissioning the 400 Hz Generator 
This chapter covers the design of the generator control unit's starter circuit, commission-
ing and testing of the 400 Hz generator, the investigation into the intermittent frequency 
fault, the proposals for determining root cause for frequency failure and the investigation 
into the discolouration of the gearbox oil. The constant frequency alternator and generator 
control unit will hereafter be referred to as the CFA and GCU respectively. 
4.1 Design of the Generator Control Unit's Starting Cir-
cuit (GCUSC) 
The GCU is powered from the permanent magnet generator inside the CF A as soon as the 
input speed reaches 2600 rpm via relay K I. Relay K 1 closes the three phase AC windings 
of the permanent magnet generator onto the power regulator circuit inside the GCU. The 
circuit needed to close K 1 should source 28 V dc at a minimum of 200 rnA. Onboard 
the aircraft this power would come from the battery banks, which would be used for the 
essential auxiliaries required to start the aircraft. The GCUSC receives 220 VAC via the 
red phase and neutral from the motor's soft starter. See Section 4.3 for synchronising the 
GCUSC to the soft starter. 
4.1.1 Calculating compo net sizes for the GCUSC 
Capacitor C2 couples 28 V via a 3 pin molex connector to the GCU. Taking into consid-
eration a 4 V drop across the LM317 regulator and bridge rectifier (B 1), the secondary 
transformer voltage should compensate for the voltage drop which shall be 32 V nns. A 
24 V transformer can be used ifsmall currents are being drawn. This is because capacitor 
C 1 charges to the peak of the rectified output across B 1, (j2 x 23 V). This was measured 
and this is why a 24 V secondary transfomer was chosen. For protection a 20 rnA fuse is 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic for the generator control unit's starting circuit. 
The component values for the GCUSC is listed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Component values ofthe GCUSc. 
Component I Value I Component I Value 
Vout 28V LM317 Adjustable 
lout 200ma Cl 1000uF 
lin 23mA C2 470uF 
Transformer 24 VA Fuse 20mA 
The GCUSC supplies 200 mA at 28 V dc. 
4.2 Alternator Load and Power Factor Test Results 
Figure 4.2 shows the test setup for the system. The setup includes an induction motor 
mechanically coupled to the alternator via a solid coupling, while the blower fan is sup-
plying forced air through a shroud over the alternator. The blower fan is not shown in the 
figure. 
Due to the laboratory equipment limitations only one Chauvin Arnoux power meter and 
two Fluke multi meters were available to be used for measurements and metering. The 
Chauvin Arnoux power meter was connected with voltage probes across the motor termi-
nals, while current probes were clamped over the individual phases of the supply power 
cable to the motor. The load is balanced therefore one phase of the load is measured and 
the total power is calculated by multiplying by the single phase result by 3. One Fluke 
meter measured voltage across the red and blue phase, while the other measured current 
in the red phase. 
The alternator was tested with resistor banks. Three banks were used where each bank 
consisted of 4 resistors. Each resistor had impedance of Z = 60LO.053° . The inductances 
of these resistors are considerably low and the power factor is close to 0.99 even in the 













Figur~ 4.2: AII~malor load le,l '~l lLp. 
The [our 1~"' IS LL>~I lhe [ollowing resistor combinations: 240 11, I SO ft RO 11 arid IS n. 
TIw 240 n Test hns foUl' resistors co nncc(C'{1 ill series, wherc'" the 15 11 ha, four resi,(ors 
conllected inpara" e'pcr phase for all three phas~s. Th~ 150 n combmalion has two 
resi,tors in raral ld and two in ,~ries, wher~"' (h~ 80 n 1m, three re,islor> in pnrnllel alI<I 
onc resisTor in series. 
Owrall sy'l~m ~rr.cicn"y was calclL bled by (he conslIJlled lX)w,,- o[ the load {oulpul oflhe 
gC'llcr"lor) di,' ulcd by the input power across The mOlor. Result s nre shown in Table ... 2. 
" , y,(c m 00 Thl"2S <l te't resu IS. 
~lotor I Allc'malor . .. . I Load I SySlc'", 
I V 1 I A 1 r kW 1 r V 1 r A 1 [kW 1 Imp"'dance PC Etlic icllCY 
, 
397 ''" 0.65 ")() I ~O 0.(, 2 l ,W;::OO I,," O.Y') Y'i% 3')3 , " 1211 IY7 3.1) ~- 1.112 l !iIlLtJ.H12c 0'" 90% '" 
39~ 3.81 2.24 '" 6.10 2.23 !lIVO.03:r 0.9') 'iO"··" 3')3 12.12 7.7~ IRY 2 1.00 6.86 L",,"0.1I11" 0.99 86% 
4.3 SVllchronisation 
A, m~nli()m'd m Sub",ction 3 .3. the acrdcration lorq ue of tlle motol' is in sutlicicn t to prc· 
velll a «all in the reduced torque r~gion_ as i l lustrat~d by tk fuch,;a Cu[\~ nUl,id~ the red 
,-crt ical lines Lll Figurc 3.5. TIle fcnsible solution "''QuId be to synchronise thc gcncrmor 
stnt cin;uit "ith the delt a comaClor, which corre'ponds 10 full mled condil ions. Thi, Can 
be' dOI~ by connccting the gCllel'alor start circuit supply vin nn aLL~iliary con(act mechan · 
ically coupled to the de Ita contactoL Figure 4.3 ,hn,,"s the auxi liary comact m~chani c "l ly 
coup led onto thc del(n conTactor. nlis solut ion mcets thc s ingle hu((on ,tan I'cquircmcnt 










Figur~ 4.3: 11,e >on >larll'" Wllb. ,yndmJnmng a u.~lhar}' con!a~!. 
4.4 Pre-Commissioning \Vork 
4.4.1 Testing Ihe CJ.';\ and GCU according to the commissioning in-
strudions provided by the generator mannal 
The Ii,,! evai lld!ion le, l, !he l· .~c i la!ion wrrCn l loop, o[ Ihe GeL according to the erA< 
lechnic~lllwnuai. It c~n oc deduced [rum the re,ull, ln Table 4.3 lh"1 lh,' cun!rui cir~uil 
is operating propcrly for low speeds I. 
Table 4.3: Co m ann' I e measure d eXLll~lLon current a I njc~l ll1i\11U31" S. alnsttle lec 1 -
Clutch (Coil E) 
lhminais ll.!.lCtlinel:te_d Amp' . \-le~<r' d Amps .-
0.66 - i 0.' E-N 0.5 -' 0.8 




0.15 - 0.25 
, \l~r"f-!\nlPS 
0.16 - o.~~ · 
Bmk~ (Coli B) 
Tw" ina is D(lCumelll Amps \lcasur. d i\mp, , I· -t ·M 0.8 1.2 0.07 . 1.2 
. 
n,. second te,t p. rformed W3' to verifY wheth~r the ckctric"l lIM, imion o[ Ihe gl"n~r~tor 
i, good. A w~"k 'p<JI 111 Ihe in,ulal ion would cau«' a ,hort on the winding. wh;ch can 
r..,,- >peed, k" th.n 40[lf) rpm ,be ",eLhoo of '"P'~'J control i, gowm , J by ,be b,,'. and oiLH,b 'oils . 










be picked up by measuring the resistance. The results from Table 4.4 suggest that the 
insulation strength of the generator is satisfactory. From the test results obtained, it can 
be concluded that the generator is in a condition to be used. 
Table 4.4: Winding resistance values. 
alternator's phase windings 
Terminals Documented S1 Measured S1 
A-N 0.lO9 - 0.134 0.122 
B-N 0.109 - 0.134 0.119 
C-N 0.109 - 0.\34 0.121 
alternator inductor (excitation control) 
Terminals Documented S1 Measured n 
R-P 23.6 - 28.6 28.4 
brake inductor 
Terminals Documented n Measured S1 
L-M 6 - 7.5 7.1 
magetic clutch coils 
Terminals Documented S1 Measured S1 
N-E 147 - 179 172 
N-F 27 - 33 31 
pulse generator windings 
Terminals Documented S1 Measured S1 
S-V 6.3 - 7.7 6.98 
V-N 1.53 - 1.87 2.75 
S-N 7.83 - 9.57 8.68 
permanent magnet generator phase coils 
Terminals Documented S1 Measured S1 
T-G 0.75 - 1 DNM 
G-H 0.75 - 1 DNM 
H-T 0.75 - 1 DNM 
frequency limiting resistors 
Terminals Documented n Measured n 
U-J 11 - 14.5 12.75 
J-K 11 - 14.5 12.75 
K-U 11 - 14.5 12.75 
4.4.2 Wiring harness 
As the existing wiring harness had perished and required repairing, a new harness was 
made connecting the CFA to the GCU and the GCUSC. The harness uses amphenol con-











Figure 4.4: Constallt [re'lllellc), illtemator's wirillg hilm~"_ 
4.5 Frequency I-Iunting 
Fwq'I<:nq hlllliing is the inl~lmillcnt prohl em of the "It~m"!Or trying to keep its 01l1plll 
~t 411111 Jz but in'lead ,,,cilI~ling betw~en 32R alld 33(, H7_ The voltage durillg [reqll~llcy 
huntillg i, 2{HI voll1< lill~-Io-lille fn 
rile fir,t signs of freqllenC)' hl1l11illg apJX'"l'cd while ~ pr~vious sn,dent was working on 
tlte CFA. 111 all attempl 10 lind Ihe caus~ oftlte problem I"" 'tUd~llt checked the motor, 
motor stancr and" iri ng harness connCCT ions first heforc ohtaining a r~pl~c~m~nt CPA and 
UC'U otrth~ s~m~ 'vIirage from I.con Ileinkelin. I.eon is"n engin~er m th~ University of 
Stdlelllx"ch who hil' experience with the", aircmfl power , upplie" ilOO I-.e WilS il,ked W 
mv~stjgal~. 
TIt~ liN iLl,~slig~tion tric(l l() cslahlbh ,\h~'\hcr the CFA or GCU was fa ullY. L~on', GCU 
"a, thu, u,~d 10 conlrolln..: CFA. H()wcvcr. li-cquc"Tlcy hunling ,till Oc·cUITed. ThaeaJler 
th~ GCl! w~s 11sed to conlfOll'~'lIl" CrA where freqUoOncy hunt ing f~iled to OCCUI' Th~ 
1i,,1 i Ll\ ~st igalioLl t Itu, concluded lhat lh~ problem lay,,· il It Ih~ CF A. 
Th~ sccond ill\'Cstig~t ion s01lghl to ~'wblish whi~h component in the CPA was f~ulty. Th~ 
fr~~uellcy limitillg res;,tors were di,abled. ilS Ih~y were Ihought to b~ faulty '11,ese re, i,-
10l'S shu nt th e ~ ltemmor wh~n th~ engi ne 'pc~d of the" i I'cr~ft "ceel erat~s or dce~lerates 
I"'kr lhan 1000 rpIll p..:r s",oml. Shunling ~~f()'S all lllT~~ pha,~s weahns tn..: magndi~ 
r,eld '" th"1 th~ rol<w _,1 ,1\\" down ~lld hellce the frequency dips_ When these I'~,istors 
were re-ellabled. il wa, do~um"nL~d lltal lh~ eFA n() l()llgeT ,urraed from lhe 'puriou, 
jr~guency hunting problem l2J. 
Dunng; wnnnissi()mng; orlhe eFA h()w~v~'r. tk spuriw, Ii-~qu~ncy l"lUling; problem r~­










I"m remained. Leon was cont:lCt"d in Octob.cr 2006 in wln~h lim" [he wiring harness, 
coil resi,tance" exc itation current,. freqllcncy li miti ng resistors. frequency control cir-
c llll. fu,e, nnd brushes were checked and all were found In he wit hin specification (,ee 
S~ction B), 
Scction 5.3 of thc gell c riltor tech n i cal ma nU:l I I ists factors which may calis" th~ con,tnnt 
ITe'lu11 ency alternator to hunt for the reference frequency, S"e Fi gll re -1,5 b.clow, 
Th~ nbov" Ji glLr" SlLgg,,,ts thn t d lLring low in plLt speeds the clUlch mechanism is the prob-
able ~n llS" lur failur~ lfth~ coli r"si,ta n c'~s nr" n(}[ faull y. whi"h m lhis case were 1101. 
T -ow input speed rdcrs to rot:l1ions lcss thnn 51511 rpm, Thc induct ion mOlur fall, und"r 
this category. Therefore it i, likely that the clutch mechani,m is faulty. 
4.5. 1 nypassill g the clutch for the pu rpose of determill ing the root 
cau se for frrqurlley failure 
The clutch l is us.cd dur i11g low input speed" a' Table 2.1 illnstraks, Op<:r:lt ing th" 
con,tant Irvqu, ncy nlkmmor above 5150 rpm tti,ables Ihe clutch, Once the clutch has 
he"n di sahle-d. the n it cou ld he ,aid Ii ... certain wheth"r or [lOt the problem l ics " ith th" 
cl lltch, 
'D,,,"uiL Avi"ion """' cont,,:tcti by Cl~,il 'rum Lhei, ,,"o!>.;ito <0 ><qllLT<' oew clutch ipart 11111111"" 
rTL'-'<iuk chll ch '-66567 fl'" "<1""Tll lrcqm:ncy ,lim"'!o, PN 15102-i ''C). hu\\ne,. Prof Mike in!\!!' ""id 










One method of operating the system as is above 5150 rpm would be to over-excite the 
induction motor by using a variable speed drive. This could be done only for testing 
the output frequency of the generator with no load attached, due to the drop in torque 
experienced in this mode it would be unwise to couple a load to the generator [8]. Care 
must be exercised not to operate the induction motor for too long a time as the bearings 
are not rated for speeds higher than 3000 rpm [25], [27]. If bypassing the clutch solves 
the problem then it is suggested that Dassault Avionics should be contacted regarding a 
replacement clutch. 
4.5.2 Changing the induction motor with a dc motor 
In conversation with Professor Mike Case from the University of Johannesburg, the stu-
dent's attention was brought to another theory behind the frequency hunting problem. The 
theory behind the conversation is that as the CSD regulates the alternator's speed, the in-
duction motor experiences a change in load. The problem with this is that as the induction 
motor's load changes, so does it's speed. The change in motor speed fights against the 
CSD's action, which is trying to keep the alternator at 8000 rpm. This fighting between 
the CSD and motor could be a possible cause for the problem of frequency hunting. The 
solution would be to use a gearbox coupled to either a synchronous reluctance or DC 
motor which does not share the same load-speed relationship as do induction motors. It 
would be satisfying to test the merits behind both theories, perphaps as a further research 
topic. 
4.6 Discolouration of the Gearbox Oil 
This section lists the possible factors which could result in the gearbox oil disco louring. 
Associate Professor Andy Yates from the deparment of mechanical engineering at the 
University of Cape Town was consulted to identify the possible causes for the discoloura-
tion. 
4.6.1 Incorrect oil viscosity 
Low viscose oil will barely cover metal surfaces inside a gearbox, thus leaving exposed 
areas, which can result in metal to metal friction. Such friction would cause the accumu-
lation of metal particles suspended in the oil sump. 
Oil with a high viscosity would sufficiently cover metal surfaces but will result in heat 
losses, as the CFA tries overcome the drag imposed on it by the oil. This excessive heat 
generated by the gearbox would cause premature oil degradation. 










Table 4.5: Mobil Jet Oil II characteristics. 
I Properties I Values I 
Viscosity at 100C 27.6 cST 
Flash point 270C 
Fire point 285C 
4.6.2 Combustion of oil 
Oil in a car's engine that makes its way past the piston rings would mix with the combus-
tion mixture, resulting in oil burning and hence discolouration. The end result is black oil 
in the gearbox sump. 
4.6.3 Incorrect oil level 
The required volume of oil is 800ml and this can be checked when oil no longer flows 
passed the refill valve. Too much oil will result in the unit malfunctioning, whereas too 
little oil would cause metal to metal friction [34]. 
4.6.4 Findings 
During the project the gearbox oil was replaced twice with an amount of 630 ml. A 
syringe was used to refill the gearbox with oil. The reason for using this amount and not 
800 ml is because at this point no more oil could be forced passed the refill valve, which 
is when the manual suggests that the gearbox is filled. My assumption at the time was 
that during emptying, not all the oil could be removed. If my assumption was right, then 
the gearbox had a sufficient amount of oil covering the metal surfaces and that another 
factor resulted in the oil discolouring. If my assumption was wrong, then the gearbox 
was running low on oil and chances are that there was metal to metal friction inside the 
gearbox which more than likely resulted in the premature degradation of the oil. 
4.6.5 Conclusions 
Table 4.5 shows that the oil grade used is within the suggested viscosity range, which 
can rule out viscosity as the cause of the discolouration of oil. Combustion, too, can be 
ruled out due to the fact that it is gearbox oil that is being discoloured and not oil in the 
engine. I suspect that my original assumption might have been wrong, which resulted 
in the operation of the CF A with a low amount of gearbox oil to protect the metal parts 
inside the CF A. This could have been caused by the fact that I did not apply enough force 










Figure 4.6: Tools used to re-fill the gearbox sump 
4.6.6 Recommendation 
The syringe and nozzle used were not the proper tools for the job ofre-filling a pressurised 
sump. This requires tools that exert a big enough force to pass oil through a valve and 
into a sump. I recommend that a pressurised oil feeder be used for the re-filling of oil in 
future. 
4.7 Transients 
The effects of transients on the 400 Hz rotary inverter could not be investigated, owing to 
the frequency hunting problem. 
4.8 Summary 
In conclusion, the chapter provided the following useful information, viz: 
• The GCUSC was designed, built and tested. 
• Pre-commissioning work concludes that the CFA, GCU and new wiring harness is 
functional. 
• It is propable that discoloration of the gearbox oil was caused by running the CFA 
with too little oil in the sump. 
• The 400 Hz Generator is not in a state to be commissioned until the frequency 











Blower Fan Design 
Onboard the aircraft the CFA is supplied with forced air bled from the compressor of the 
jet engine turbine for it to operate properly. The operating temperature of the constant 
frequency generator shall not fall below -50 C and rise above 80 C while the generator 
control unit shall not exceed -50 C and rise above 85 C [35]. Operating the constant 
frequency generator continuously requires forced ventilation. Generating at 10 kVA or 
less the constant frequency generator is allowed to self-ventilate for a period not exceeding 
20 minutes [35]. The recommended forced ventilation flow rate should be 130 ~ / 11 n~3 
over the eddy current brake and 1 00 ~ over the alternator at a pressure of 3 kPa. These are 
recommended conditions for the constant frequency generator to operate properly I. The 
rest of the chapter covers the selection and testing ofthe blower fan unit. 
5.1 Actual CFA Heating 
Four tests were conducted in the Goodlet laboratory in order to establish the actual heat-
ing of the CFA, without forced air cooling. A no load, 2.5 kW, 5 kW and a 7.5 kW test 
was carried out under the same temperature conditions and using the same thermocou-
ple temperature sensor. Temperature readings were recorded at the same intervals for 4 
minutes. The no load test clearly shows that the CFA generates heat by the friction of its 
rotating parts. The remaining tests shows that forced cooling is necessary as each trend 
line approaches the maximum temperature at different rates in Figure 5.1. 
5.2 Blower Fan Selection Process 
Alstom Manufacturer's use the selection chart for choosing a blower fan for a specific 
application (see Figure 5.2). There are four factors that are used in the selection process. 










Temper~ture vs Load Response 
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~ igure 5.1: ActLLal hcalmg: of (he C{lnSLant 1i-~'I LL~ncy "ikma\or. 
The,," jour factors ~rc required Ilowrme. t he required pressure, the altitlLde alld the tem-
per"lllre of lhe environrn enL Ihe r~~uir"d n""ntl~ and pre, slIre are rc"d ofT Ih" chart 
III Figure 5.2, which" nutd" for s l"ndard (empera lure and allllo,phem- conJillOn" This 
implies 111m derating. pressure ~ll d tlowratc according to the corrcrlion factors found in 
Ihc Ai.,!"", centri tugal fan ,electir>n guide (see Refer.oce r21])_ The<. cr>rrection factors 
can be ,..,glcc.led due 10 lit;., LoC I Ihn! the blower I:m is situated in Cap" Town' nnd Ihe 
lcmpcrnturc deviation is <ma ll. The hlower j, selected hy mal~hing the tlmvrate (11 n;J) 
at the pressure required n kPa) by using the chart. The chart ,eleds the .. ['-1 bl""er fan 
,,';In Ine followmg Cn"r"Clcns tics (,ee Table 5.2). The lable compares Alstom·s model lo 
that o!"Veritech',. Veritcdt was the rnanufacrurer selected to desigllthe hlo\\'CI' iall. 
lab le 5 I Comp"risoll helw~en ,m Alslom ,md a Vcnlecn hlo"er ["no 
ChnrnClcrislic Alstorn Vcrilccn 
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Figure 5.2: The hlower ran selection ch,m hy Aistom. 
5.3 Cooling Ducts and Shroud 
Provision I, made ror oir to pas> over thc clcctricol ..... inding, of the eFA Vll1 two inlet 
,em, and exit vi~ two exh~ ust venK (,,,,, ling i, need<O<l s" that the winding in,ulation 
doe, not peri'h. whIch wOllld rc,ul t in " ,hon cin; llll betwecn winding'. 
Previous work done by a student in cmrectly documented the position or the n"u lI1let "nd 
two exh~ust vents. H~sed on the student's work dimensions ror inlet ducts were designed 
"nd buill lor the cxhau,t vcnt, Whl~h co ll id not bc inlcn;t",nged, rhe,c du~t, were then 
in,t~llcd over lhc CFlI cxh~ust '"cnt, inMe~d uf thc inlet ''eI1l,. Operating lhc hlower lim 
with air passing into the eXhall>t ' "ems had a negligible cool ing effect on thc generator [2] . 
Illis i, why a shroud w~s designed and Imilt. which provided suiTIc ient cooling. The 











Fi g. ll re 5 .. " ('O(Iling ctu CI~ ~ 1 1<1 In<1winj( I~ ~pparam, used to l11 e~" "l-" nowrate. 
5.4 Blower Fan Starter 
.[ he h l<>wer" < nwt<>r nses ~ p",h blilion Ol"'r~I,·t\ COnLaLlor for slartinj(. " . hich \'I<:S 220 










menl of having a smgie ,tarl bulton. The ,ame ",!Xilim"}' comact method for _,larting ( h~ 
Gel! can be used to stan the blower 1;1n. This solution r"quir~s ",-wiring l~ push bll l-
ton operated contactflr arid ",connecting it ,";a an aLl~ilialT contact auachcd \0 the ddta 
comact", of the soft ,larler (see Figure 5.5 j. 
Figure 5.5: I<e-wiring the hlower f"n 'tarler via "" auxi liary comact on lhe ,oft _,talter. 
5.5 Temperature Sensor Placement 
Ovcrhcming deteriorates the ~ I cctr i cal in S LlI~l i()n of the erA windings. n,e ,uggcsloo 
operating temperature for the CfA i, helow ~() C [11- Table 5.2 helow was ohtained hy 
rUIUling lh<: !,~n~mlOl' for short intervals and Inking tcmpcrm",,, rendings oIl' diITcrcm 'lIf-
fac~, with a hand llC ld temperature gauge. It was found the meta] ,urfm:~s heal up quicker 
wilen compared with the altemator's winding, except on the hrake inductor. hom tllese 
r~,ults 1 on~ C"n infer th"t the bra\;.~ inductor winding' haw a higher imubtionl'rading 
than lhe alternator windings, ~ s a l'~suU of Ih~ hem to which the tonner are conslamly 
e~posed 
5.6 Testing the Blower on the CFA 
Thr~~ l",t, wcn; c"rn~d oUllO wnfy wdha Verilech's blowa fan Can supply whal "'"' 
asked fol', 
J I)ufl" ~ th", ",," the nA """ nl>omting "ormaliy, how<\"O r a ' purio", I ~,ult "'a< ro'o l'<I<<I du"n~ 











Table 5,2: C!',<\ hotspot I'c~din~s on lo~d, 
T~'t Position , Plac~ment R ~!?ion Read ing I R~~din!? 2 R~nding .1 , 
Hc" b ink Top 47,(j S~.4 69.0 , lleats ink Oi l Plug .... ,I, 5~,n 71.6 
; II~at, ink J I a Connec tor 40 .0 49 .0 (,(1.2 
4 Br"k~·~ lIp \\i in limg: "1.(j 49,(j 54.2 
5 Ilrak~ i Il(l1lClor wi IIdi II gs 55.0 64 • 
6 Ahemal", windi ngs 37.0 4HJ 51.0 











5.6.1 Flowrate test 
At the time this test was carried out the old cooling ducts were used and were incorrectly 
placed due to the reason given in Section 5.3. A cardboard cube was made to fit around 
the "exhaust vent" while the cooling ducts were positioned over inlet vents and forced air 
was allowed to pass through (see Figure 5.3). The exiting f10wrate was measured through 
a window of40 mm x 30 mm in size at a distance of750 mm (see Figure C.l). An 
anemometer was borrowed from the department of mechanical engineering and used to 
measure the airspeed. Flowrate is calculated using the Equation Q = A.v. The f10wrate 
measured is shown to be 94 n~3 which is 8 times the f10wrate required. 
Table 5.3: Blower fan f10wrate measurement. 
I Result I Airspeed [ v] I Area [ A] I Flowrate [ Q] I 
I 1 I 40ms- 1 I 2.35m2 I 94~ I 
5.6.2 Pressure test 
A pressure transducer placed inside the cooling shroud perpendicularly to the airflow pro-
duces a static reading as opposed to placing it inline to the airflow [36]. The fullscale 
reading on the pressure transducer is 17 m V at 7 kPa, however, a noisy signal was mea-
sured. Due to the fact that the noise on the signal was greater than the full scale transducer 
reading, this test proved to be inconclusive. Amplifying the transducer reading solved this 
problem (see Section 6.2). 
5.6.3 Temperature test 
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f igun: 5,8. CF,\'s ICI>1pu:t!trre ,,,,,,....11>.1: 10 3 4J'I kW lruIcl wuh forew coolllll;... 
Trll'in~ I be blo" t r f~" al the " "Iui ,,,d 2.2);\\ load 
,\ 2.2 kW I<lau w:\'l·.,up l<."<Il<> the C~A. Ih" power required by til;: HI,,;: I'am,. r...J .r' , 
di'lribulH"ln 1"'~l d. which y'clclei! Ihe tollowin~ uSeful result, ("'" F i!(ur" 5.7) : 
l. Th~ 'I"hilisinj! l"mr"rJltl1f~ l i~ between 45.5 C and 46.5 C when , upplyillf( il~ 
r3 1~ l o~(i ~lnl\er forced coohng. 
~ Thcnmd pru l"CI;,m n p<;:rJll ~' between 65 C alli! 6R C. 











Testing the CFA at 4.8 kW 
The test provided the following results (see Figure 5.8) : 
1. The stabilising temperature lies between 54 C and 54.5 C. 
2. The time it took to stabilise the CFA's temperature is 6.5 minutes. 
5.7 Summary 
In summary this chapter provided the following information: 
• The blower fan delivers more than the required flowrate. 
• The previous student recorded the incorrect airflow direction resulting in the design 
of the wrong ducts, which caused the CFA to overheat. The overheating problem 
was corrected by the design of the cooling shroud, which not only directs airflow 
over the electrical windings but over the heats ink as well. 
• The stabilising temperature is between 45.5 C and 46.5 C when supplying its rated 
load under forced cooling. 
• The time it takes to stabilise the CFA's temperature is 11 minutes for it's rated load. 












Teiemetering System Design 
The Oxford dictionary defines a telemetering system as an apparatus for recording the 
readings of an instrument and transmitting them by radio. For the purposes of this project 
the 400 Hz rotary inverter is the instrument, the apparatus for recording are two microcon-
trollers and radio frequency transmission is achieved through a transmitter and receiver. 
The parameters measured from the 400 Hz rotary inverter are: (I) single phase line-to-line 
voltage across red-and-blue phase, (2) current in the red phase, (3) ventilation pressure 
inside the cooling shroud, and (4) rotary inverter's case temperature. 
The two microcontrollers used are based on the HC908Jk I development board designed 
by Sam Ginsberg. Each development board uses a 14.7456 MHz clock, 12 ADC channels 
with 8 bit resolution, 1.5 Mb of flash memory, 4 push buttons and an LCD. Four ADC 
channels [1 :3,9] would digitise the four parameters mentioned in the above paragraph and 
send the signal over the serial pin PTBO. The receiver would actively wait for the serial 
data on PTBO before displaying it over the LCD. The radio frequency (RF) transmitter 
connects to PTBO on the transmitter and sensor board where the RF receiver connects 
to PTBO on the receiver and display boards. Both RF modules operate on the amateur 
band 433 MHz and uses 17 cm whip antennae. Unfortunately the telemetering system 
communicates by a fixed link, shown in the picture by a red wire, instead of the RF 
transmitter and receiver. 



















6.1 Temperature Measured from the Rotary Inverters Case 
The LM35DZ mc"","es Ihe rolm-} Ul\'CrlCrs Case Icmperalurc which should nOI excced 80 
C. Thc IcmpcmTIlre sCnSOr output s 10 mV for every (Iegree rise in te'npemi ll re over n 0_ 
i 50 C ra nge_ The Lr..n5 DZ temperature ,en,or i, u,ed for me~,urin~ the ca,e temper.lt ure 
only. 
Thcrm~l protection co'nes in the 10rm of ~ bi-metal ;;witch giuc(i with Pratiey a(ihcsi\'C 10 
the case. The bi -metal switch i, cl"sed under norm"1 operalin~ temperatures and open cir-
cuit, between (,5 - 70 C. The bi-metal SenSOr is placed in series wilh lhe main swilchge~r 
panels SlOp !;witch (see l'igure A.3). 
6.1.1 Ll\-B5DZ :md bi-llI('tal sensor pl3cement 
Table 5.2 shows hot spot re~dings tnken from the surface "fthe rot~ry inverter. ~lternalOr 
~nd br~ke windings_ The Uvn5DZ wa, pl"cetl on lhe "annc<l Ilal surface filr lTh",,,,ring 
The bi-melal is pl"ccd On lhe ,amC surfacc a, lhc L~13 5 DZ lempcrmu~ ,Cn,Or. 










6.2 Pressure Measured from Inside the Cooling Shroud 
[14] 
The 24PCAFA6G pressure sensor measures the cooling air pressure of the ventilation 
system from the inside of the shroud. The cooling shroud is designed to accommodate 
the pressure sensor. The sensor is firm ly mounted onto the inside wall of the shroud and 
safe from possible vibration or leakage damages. The fundamental criteria required of the 
pressure sensor are: 
• Range: 0.5 - 3.7 kPa gauge pressure 
• Minimum ± 10 Pa tolerance 
The pressure sensor has a silicon diaphragm with a range of 0 - 1 psi (0 - 6.9 kPa). The 
sensor has an output voltage of 0 - 16.7 m V over its full range, thus 3 kPa will yield 8 m V. 
This is very small and was corrupted by noise during testing (see Section 5.6.2). This is 
why the pressure signal is amplified 488 times by the differential summer in Figure 6.3 
below. The inverting pin on the first opamp is a virtual earth thus the input current is 
~~ + ~~, where R7 and R8 are equal. This will result in the output pin ofthe first opamp 






Figure 6.3: Differential summer circuit. 
6.2.1 Pressure transducer placement 
Placing the 24PCAFA6G pressure sensor perpendicular to the airflow gives rise to better 











6.3 Currcnt i\'I(':lmrcd in the Red Ph:l3c 
Th~ cum::ol Ln.-' IS localr.:i ull the ~mc bu.~nl as the "ollage senso •. To mc:""Un' a lypiClil 
cum::nl '.,. ldin~ Ih., ~SSllmplloll IS that a1kW .ew<ll~., load will dr:lw 10 h.. The LA'I ~OP 
....... 0' rttIU((' thl' '-Jlue 10 5 rnA ,(~d ,"g OR Ih., !'C'Cf>Rdary. I"Jss,"~ the OUlrul curn'lIt 
imo ~ 2 . ~ kll resl~loq,:lvcs ns~ 10 1 O.6~ V m ,s of 15 V peil~ · IO-Pl":l~ . Th~ ............ ·~ 01111"11 












typicalloacl current 10 A 











resistor size R6 2.2 kD 
6.3.1 Precision rectifier 
(6.1 ) 
This precision rectifier circuit is used in digital voltmeters to tum AC into DC for mea-
surements. The rectifier circuit has to consider two paths viz the positive and negative 
half cycles. The positive half cycle uses two inverting opamps whereas the negative half 
cycle uses one. The RC averaging circuit dictates what the resistor values should be. The 
time constant of this circuit should be such that it takes 10 cycles (period = lOms) before 
it reaches 63% of the peak rectified voltage. The longer the time constant, the less the 
ripple voltage will be. With that in mind the time constant is set 100 ms where the input 
period being lOms. Amplification is not necessary, owing to correct transducer scaling. 
The gain for the negative half cycle is set by R5 and R3, and this should be 1. Therefore 
the remaining resistor values are calculated using Equation 6.2. The resistor values for the 
precision rectifiers are; R 1 =2.2 MD, R2=2.2 MD, R3=2.2 MD, R4= 1 MD, R5=2.2 MD. 












V (R5 R5) 
inAC R4 - R3 (6.2) 
6.4 Voltage Measured Across the Red and Blue Phases 
Medium voltage measurements at power stations, for example, are typically measured 
using a voltage transformer and transducer combination before sending a 4-20 rnA reading 
to the control desk, where the signal is converted into a voltage reading. 
A LEM voltage sensor and a precision rectifier circuit are used to measure, scale and 
rectify the generators line voltage, between red and blue phases, into a 0-5 V signal. This 
is done so that it can be digitised by the ADC. Once the signal is digitised it can be 
manipulated for transmitting. 
Applying the red-and-blue phases across a 27 kO resistor gives rise to an input current to 
the sensor of 7.5 rnA. A fixed scale of 1 :2.5 is applied which gives rise to an rms output 
current of 18.8 rnA. Passing the output current into a 566 0 resistor gives rise to 10.62 






2.5 : 1 
Is 2.5 x 7.5 rnA 
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['igun: 6.5: LV25P vo lrag..:: cire\\it. 
r .gun: 6.6: LAIISUP ClllTClll cil"l"lli1. 
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Figure 6.8: LV25P voltage sensor schematic. 
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Both current and voltage sensors output a 15 V peak-to-peak swing which makes the 
selection of the gain setting resistors and the averaging capacitor the same (see Sec-
tion 6.3.1). 
6.5 Results 
Figure 6.12 and 6.11 shows the forced air pressure and the case temperature are linear 
between 0 - 4000 Pa and 0 - 80 C respectively. The x-axis represents the input fed to 
the ADC on the sensor and transmitter board. Figures 6.14 and 6.13 shows the voltage 
and current transducer measurements are linear between 0 - 250 V and 0 - 7 A respec-
tively. The y-axis represents the input fed to the ADC on the sensor and transmitter board. 
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The microcontroller software serves an early warning indication for the telemetering sys-
tem. Data is analysed from four sensors and warns the user when the system is operating 
out of specification. The monitored parameters are listed in Section 1.4 point 7. Both 
microcontrollers are programmed in Assembler. This chapter explains the analogue to 
digital converter, UART emulator and decoding routines. 
7.1 Software Design 
The sensing and transmitter microcontroller (micro 1) is in the wendy house with the 
motor, generator and blower fan, whereas the receiver and display microcontroller (micro 
2) are located in the Microwave Lab on the 6th floor of the Menzies Building. The flow 
diagram illustrates the process of sending four parameters remotely (see Figure 7.1). 
Headers 01, 02, 03 and 04 are used to separate readings in the sensor and transmitter 
board's software (see Table 7.1). A header 01 is loaded into the accumulator where it's 
placed on a stack. The stack is called up by the put_serial routine where each bit is pushed 
out over PTBO. At this point the temperature sub routine is called, which selects the ADC 
channel and after the conversion stores the result in the ADR register before sending it 
to the accumulator. Once the temperature reading is in the accumulator the put_serial 
routine sends the byte over PTBO. 
The put_serial routine is what the micro 1 uses to send a byte over the microcontroller's 
serial communication pin 15. A transmission sentence consists of 1 start bit followed by 
8 data bits and a stop bit. The baud rate is set by the variable "bit delay" which stores the 
period of a bit. A one second delay between calling the put_serial routine is necessary to 
ensure that the receiver is waiting in the get_serial routine. 
On the receiver and display board the get_serial routine waits until a header is sent from 










Table 7.1: 110 functions and allocations. 
Sensor and transmitter micro I I Receiver and display micro 2 
Function Port Pin Function Port Pin 
Temperature B3 12 Serial comm BO 15 
Pressure D2 17 LCD D6 10 
Current Bl 14 LCD D7 9 
Voltage B2 13 LCD B4 II 
Serial comm BO 15 LCD B5 8 
Headers LCD 86 7 




it to the four possible headers viz, 01-04. If none of the four headers are received, the 
code will interpret this as an error and will go to the wait for data routine. The next byte 
will most probably be sensor data, which will give an error too. On receiving the correct 
header the code will exit the wait for data routine and will go to the appropriate decode 
routine. This will display the result until the next header is received. Both the transmitter 
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Figure 7.1: Software flow diagram. 
7.2 Analog to Digital Converter Setup 
The ADC has 12 channels with 8 bit resolution. The embedded ADC uses 3 registers to 










7.2.1 Status and control register 
This register chooses between continuous or single ADC conversions and which input 
pins are used. After a successful conversion bit 7 is set, and cleared when conversion data 
is written to the data register. 
7.2.2 Data register 
Each time a conversion is complete this register is updated with the 8 bit result until the 
next conversion is complete and the register is overwritten. 
The code Ida ADR moves the result from the data register to the accumulator. 
7.2.3 Clock register 
Writing to the pre-scale bits in this register selects the clock frequency used to perform a 
conversion. It is recommended that ADC clock be set to 1 MHz. 
7.3 Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter Emu-
lator 
7.3.1 Put serial 
The byte sent is pushed onto HX register by the PSHX instruction. Toggling PTBO ini-
tialises the receiver telling it that 8 data bits and a stop bit is to follow. This why the value 
9 is stored in the bit count variable "X". The carry bit is necessary as each bit is rotated 
to the right until the cycle is complete. Each bit is then toggled according to each state 
until the X register decrements to zero. This method of a UART routine is known as bit 
banging. See put_serial routine below. 
pshx 
bclr O,PTB ;start bit 
bset O,DDRB 
sec ;initialize carry flag 
ldx #9 
send_loop: 














bra next loop 
bitlo: bclr O,PTB 
dbnzx send_loop 
bset O,PTB ;stop bit 
jsr bit delay ;stop bit and gaurd time 
jsr bit delay 
bclr O,DDRB ;pullup resistors hold stop state 
pulx 
rts 
7.3.2 Get serial 
The receiver stays in the wait_for _start routine until a start bit is received. The hale bit_delay 
samples the PTBO for the start bit. On receiving the start bit the receive loop is called 
where bits are checked for their status. The instructions "clc" and "sec" clears and sets 
the status of the carry bit. The receive loop cycles 8 times until the variable "code" repre-
sents the transmitted byte. 
pshx 
bclr O,DDRB ;serial line is input 
clra 
ldx #8 
wait for start: 
brset O,PTB,wait for start ;wait for the start bit 
jsr half_bit_delay ;sample each bit at half it's period 
receive_loop: 






dbnzx receive loop 













7.3.3 Testing the UART on the se nsor and transmitter hoard 
To lest the CART "oJ~ was wriltm wherchy a pot Ol1 I'TU2 w~s var ie(L the result inler-
preted by Ihe ADC ~nd sent 10 the pUI_,eri~1 rouline. A scop~ prob~ was conl1ccl~d 10 
I' rBO ~nd th~ r~sult w", c"ptured on th e oscil loscope in figure 7 .2. Th~ r~sult shows the 
stan bit. g rl~t" bit., ~nd th~ stop bit. 
Figure 7.2: Hit sem owr I' rHO with th ~ ",n"" "nrl transmitter ho~rd. 
7.3.4 Testing the U,\RT on the receivcr and display boards 
Tim~ (lid not allow fi" te.,ti ng: the UA RT on the receiver ~nrl di'p l ~y bo"rd. 
7.4 Transducer Scaling 
The tran,duc~r ",wi lit ion., were ~mp l itled as tilr as possihle such that to l1l~tch the ADC 
.,tep .,i7~s. This ensur~s tilat ~ .,mal l transducer incr~men t tran.,bt~s to a sm~ll ADC 










7.5 Temperature Decoding 
To obtain a decimal number reading from the temperature sensor input the bin method 
was used. This uses three storage variables for the unit, ten and hundred positions of the 
decimal number. Each time these separate bins are incremented depending if a "1" is 
found. See Figure 7.3 for a temperature reading. 
brcIr O,disp_no,bitl 
inc units 

















































7.6 Pressure Decoding [14] 
The scaling has an amplification of 488. Each ADC increment is set to 16 Pa. The ADC 
digital number is multiplied by 16. This bin has 4 four bin variables viz. units, tens, 
hundreds and thousands. Each bit is checked see whether it is set or not. If bit 0 is set 
(the decimal number equals 20 = 1) the pressure is 16 Pa. This is due to each digital 
increment being 16 Pa. Therefore 6 is added to the unit bin and 1 is added to the tens bin 























































































































7.7 Current Decoding 
After a successful current conversion the ADR register stores the result in the variable 
disp _no. This number is broken down into its hundreds, tens and units quantities. This 
number in disp _ no is divided by 100 where the quotient is placed in the accumulator 
and the remainder is placed in H. The variable stores the quotient by the "sta hundred" 
instruction. To obtain the tens the quotient of the first division is multiplied by a hundred 
which is subtracted from the original number in disp _no. The answer is divided by 10 
and the quotient is placed in the variable tens. Lastly the variable units are multiplied by 
10 and subtracted from the original number in disp _ no to obtain the units. The number is 








lda disp no 
sub tens 
sta disp no 




mul iunits=disp no-10*tens 
sta units 













7.8 Voltage Decoding 
After a successful voltage conversion the ADR register stores the result in the variable 
disp _no. This number is broken down into its hundreds, tens and units quantities. This 
number in disp _ no is divided by 100 where the quotient is placed in the accumulator 
and the remainder is placed in H. The variable stores the quotient by the "sta hundred" 
instruction. To obtain the tens the quotient of the first division is multiplied by a hundred 
which is subtracted from the original number in disp _no. The answer is divided by 10 and 
the quotient is placed in the variable tens. Lastly the variable units are multiplied by 10 
and subtracted from the original number in disp _ no to obtain the units. The code jumps 






mul idisp_no=disp no-100*hundreds 
sta tens 
Ida disp no 
sub tens 
sta disp_no 





















h~re 7.3: Temfk'r:nure d;'pluy. 











The objective of this chapter was to re-use code already written by a student who pro-
grammed a monitoring unit to measure the same four parameters, however, what was 
supposed to be a straight forward exercise turned out to be a time consuming debugging 
exercise which could not be solved in the required time, for this project. The following 
was achieved: 
• The analog to digital converter is setup on four channels ports [B 1-3, 02] and de-
codes the analog data in the 8 bit data register. 
• The UART emulator on the sensor and transmitter board succesfully sends data. 
• The UART emulator on the receiver and display board failed to interpret the trans-
mitted sensor data via a cable. 














The goal of the project is to commission an airborne generator as a source of three phase 
power at 400 Hz for ground based radar equipment at the University. The generator is 
planned to be housed in a shed outside the Menzies building which shall distribute 200 
V line-to-line over power cables tenninating onto a 45 Amp circuit breaker located in the 
microwave laboratory. The objectives were met as follows: 
The induction motor chosen meets the generator's drive end requirements for 12 kVA 
operation. A cast iron coupling mechanically links the motor's shaft to the drive end of 
the generator. Starting the coupled induction motor tripped the upstream breaker. This 
was due to the large startup currents inherent to induction motors, which are in the order 
of 2-3 times that of rated current (see Section 3.2.1). Fortunately an off the shelf soft 
starter can be used to solve this problem. Replacing the upstream circuit breaker would 
be a feasible solution, however, the breaker is the property of the University and could not 
be altered. 
Soft starters reduce the voltage by a factor of ~ in order to reduce the starting current by 
the same factor, however, this reduces the torque by a factor of 1 . This created a problem 
whereby the there was insufficient torque from the motor to overcome its standstill inertia 
and drive the generator, as a result the motor stalled thus tripping the overload relay. This 
problem was solved by using an auxiliary contact which was used to start the generator 
when the motor reaches full rated conditions (see Section 4.3). 
The generator and its control unit were tested according to the pre commissioning tests 
provided by the technical manual and no fault was found on both items (see Section 4.4 ). 
This was particularly important as the age of the generator was disconcerting. To start the 
generator an external DC signal supplies a holding current of 200 rnA to relay Kl, which 
would have been supplied by batteries onboard the aircraft, now had to be designed. A 28 
V dc power supply was designed and started the generator successfully (see Section 4.1). 
This unit was used to synchronise the generator to the motor's starter to prevent it from 
stalling. A resistive load bank was used to test the generator response to various loads. 
Table 4.2 summarises these results. Out of these tests two other important results were 











it supplied loads greater than 2.2 kW. The second result was that the generator's case 
temperature reached 63 % of its maximum operating temperature under no load within 
3.5 minutes. 
The generator was setup according to the 12 k VA operation and while in this region the 
amount by which the voltage and frequency should vary is between 1 % - 2% respectively. 
However, during tests it was shown that the voltage began to vary outside this range for 
loads greater than 2.2 kW. 
On load the generator began to reach 88% of its maximum operating temperature in 3.5 
minutes. So as is, the generator is of not much use. A blower fan was selected to source 
forced cooling at a rate 11 ,:3 at 3 kPa. The cooling shroud supplies cooling air into the 
inlet vents and over the gearbox housing. Forced cooling was able to reduce and stabilise 
the generator's operating temperature while supplying a 2.2 kW and 4.8 kW loads to 45 
C - 55 C respectively. 
The telemetering system was designed to relay system parameters to user in the shed as 
the temperature of the generator case and the blower fan pressure should not exceed 80 
C and 3 kPa respectively. The voltage and current can be measured from the microwave 
laboratory. 
The problem of frequency hunting raised its ugly head latter on in the project whereby 
the generator's frequency oscillates between 328 and 336 Hz while the voltage remains at 
200 V line to line. The root cause of this problem has not been investigated thoroughly; 
however there are two assumptions which are addressed in Section 4.5. For this reason 













1. The 400 Hz generator is not in a state to be used as the intermittent frequency 
problem could not be solved during the time allowed for this project. However, 
before frequency hunting the load tests suggests that the 400 Hz generator should 
not supply loads greater than 2.2 kW, as larger loads affect the voltage tolerance 
negatively (see Section 4.5). 
2. Further research should investigate whether the intermittent frequency hunting prob-
lem is caused by the induction motor or the generator's constant speed drive (see 
Section 4.5). 
3. A pressurised pump feed should be used to replace the gearbox oil in future as an 
impractical amount of force is required on the syringe as the sump fills up (see 
Section 4.6). 
4. The shed should be sound proofed since the noise emitted from the blower will 
become problematic especially around the 6th floor level of the Menzies building. 
5. The telemetering sytem works well on vero board, however, it would be more robust 
for student use if it were printed onto circuit board. 
6. The UART emulator was tested on the sensor and transmitter board and the result 
was that it sends data, however, time did not allow for the receiver and display board 
to be tested. A final recommendation is put forward that the receiver and display 
board be tested on a terminal emulator, this will assist in debugging, once solved 













A.1 No Load Test 
There are negligible differences in rotational losses between a loaded motor and one that 
is not. This is why I performed the test with an unloaded shaft. The no load test gives an 
indication of the rotational losses in an induction motor. 
P Rota.tiona.l (A.]) 
". 
". 
Figure A.I: The equivalent no load circuit. 
A.I.1 Methodology 
Measuring the line-to-line voltage and phase current of the motor, we can manipulate the 
circuit to determine parameters R1,jX1, jXm . There being no distinction in the reactive 
components of the circuit jX1and jXm are lumped together to form the no load reactance 











Table A.l: No load test results using a three phase variac. 
I Frequency [Hz] I Voltage [V line] I Amperes [A ~hase] I Power [W ~er phase] I PF -
50 59.3 2.6 132 0.910 
50 107.7 1.9 170 0.850 
50 156.3 1.7 165.2 0.643 
50 209.0 1.9 186 0.473 
50 260.0 2.3 215 0.355 
50 313.0 2.9 240 0.271 
50 363.0 3.9 286 0.206 









The stator on the motor is delta connected, which implies that the phase and line-to-line 
voltage are the same. 
(A.3) 









R N [, 9.70 
The no load power reading in TableA.1 is taken from the Chauvin Amoux 8334 Power 
Meter. 
J Zin - RJy L 
72.80 












A.2 Locked Rotor Test 
Preventing the motor-shaft from rotating implies low slip which results in a low rotor 
impedance. The low rotor impedance shunts the magnetizing impedance jXm , reducing 
the equivalent circuit to the figure below. 
Figure A.2: The equivalent locked rotor circuit. 
A.2.t Methodology 
In this test the rotor is held stationary by a G-clamp. The voltage on the three-phase 
auto-transformer is slowly increased until the ammeter reads 26.6 A. In my first attempt 
I assumed the auto-transformer could deliver the motor's rated current and ended the 
experiment by blowing 3, 20 Amp fuses. The fuses were replaced and the problem was 
soon remedied, with the use of use of a Delta-Wye current step up transformer. This 
provided the rated 26.6 Amps to the motor. 
Table A.2: The induction motor's current values at incremental voltages. 
I Frequency [Hz] I Voltage [V] I Ampere [A] I Power [W] I PF I 
50 64.2 24.9 374.6 0.403 
50 67.1 26.1 416.0 0.409 
50 67.9 26.1 425.0 0.413 




























The locked rotor impedance of (ZIr= V II) is used to calculate the X locked rotor impedance 
X LR V(ZIR - R'iR) 
X LR J(4.48)2 - (1.86)2 (A.8) 
X LR 1.10 
The parameters Xl and X2 are approximately equal in value. 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
The Equation A.II is obtained from the no load equivalent circuit. 
73.4 - 2.05 (A. I I ) 
Calculating R2 
R2 
X 2 +Xm 
( )
2 
Xrn x (Rw - Rd 
(




Below are the circuit parameters for the IEEE equivalent circuit for the 15 kW induction 











Table A.3: Equivalent circuit parameters. 






A.3 The Induction Motor's Equivalent Circuit Impedances 
Based on the No Load and Locked Rotor Tests 
The per phase input impedance can be calculated using the equation: 
·X (R ·X) 
Z = R +·x + J m -;;- + J 2 
in 1 J 1 !l+'(X +X) -' J rn 2 
(A. 13) 
From startup to full speed the range of slip varies from 1 - 0 respectively. The following 
table shows impedance at the slip intervals and was used to plot 3.1. 
Table A.4: Induction motor's impedance at slip intervals. 
I SLIP I ZI D I 










A.4 Soft Starter 
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Constant Frequency Alternator 
The continuity test results on the new wiring harness showing full continuity. 
Table B.l: Continuity test on the wiring harness. 
Tenninals (from) Tenninal (to) Continuity 
A - d yes 
B - e yes 
C - f yes 
klJI - c yes 
u/JI - b yes 
jIJ 1 - a yes 
t/JI - t yes 
h/JI - h yes 
g/JI - g yes 
pIJl - p yes 
r/JI - r yes 
fiJI - f yes 
e/JI - e yes 
1/JI - I yes 
mlJI - m yes 
n/JI - n yes 
v/JI - v yes 
s/11 - s yes 
A - P yes 
B - u yes 
C - s yes 
f - gnd yes 
g - 28V yes 
Dll2 - A/adj yes 
HIJ2 - B/adj yes 













C.l Flowrate Test 
3 
This test was carried out to verify wether the fan could deliver 11 !!l... at 3 kPa. The ., 
anemometer was kept at a distance A from the opening C. The dimensions of Care 40mm 
x30mm. 
A=O.75mm 
Figure C.l: The dimensions of the measuring airflow window. 
C.2 Cooling Shroud Design 
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D.I The Telemetering Power Supply 
A 15VA power supply was designed according to the schematic shown below. 
] 
Figure 0.1: The 15 VA bipolar power supply designed for the telemetering system. 
D.2 LAHSO-P Calibration (Current LEM) 
Equipment used for calibrating the voltage transducer: 
1. Auto transformer 
2. LAH50-P current transducer 
3. Load Bank ( 50 - 200 ~2) 
4. Power supply 
5. Precision rectifier (AC-DC) 
D.2.1 Methodology 
The resistance of the rheostat is varied which results in a changing load current, results 











Figure D.2: Calibration setup for the LAHSOP current transducer. 
Table D.1: LAHSOP calibration before and after readings using the precision rectifier at 
SOH~z~' __ -r=-~ ____ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ __________ ~ ______________ ~ 
I Load I Load Current [A] I Secondary Current [rnA] I Full Scale Voltage [V] I 
1k I O.S 0.1 
SOO 3 1.S 0.3 
200 S 2.S O.S 
10 7 3.S 0.7 
D.3 LV25P Calibration (Voltage LEM) 
Equipment used in calibrating the voltage transducer: 
1. Auto-transformer 
2. A SO 0 load 
3. LV2SP voltage transducer 
4. Power supply 
S. Precision rectifier 
D.3.1 Methodology 
The auto-transformer is varied from 2S to 2S0 V where the load resistance is kept fixed. 
An oscilloscope measures the transducers secondary voltage and rectifiers it, and the re-
sults are shown in Table D.2 below. 










Table D.2: LV25P calibration under variable voltage at 50 Hz with a 200 n scaling resis-
tor. 
I Line to line voltage [V] I V rms I Rectifier [V dc] I 6. V I 
25 0.48 0.43 0.05 
50 0.98 0.83 0.13 
75 1.43 1.25 0.02 
100 1.97 1.65 0.03 
125 2.47 2.06 0.04 
150 2.98 2.48 0.05 
175 3.47 2.86 0.06 
200 3.95 3.26 0.07 
225 4.40 3.67 0.07 











Telemetering Source Code 
E.l Sensor and Transmitter Source Code 
; This program reads in 4 sensor values and transmits them via the UART of the uC 
; If the sensor values exceed certain limits a shutdown operation executes and waits 
; until push button 4 is pressed to begin again 
TOPRAM EQU $0080 ;Top of RAM area, JK1I3=0080, JK8=0060 
TOPROM EQU $F600 ;Top of Flash area JKI=F600, JK3=ECOO, JK8=DCOO 
TOPVECTORS EQU $FFDE ;Top of Interrupt Vector table 
;To calculate bit delay constants: 
;Bit_ del=((( crystal speed)/16)1baud rate )-5 
;HaIC bit_ del=Bit_ del/2 
Bit_del EQU $5b 
HalCBit_del EQU $2d 
$Inc1ude 'j13regs.inc' 
org TOPRAM 
temp ds 1 










presl ds 1 
presh ds 1 
immax ds 1 
ilmax ds 1 
immin ds 1 
ilmin ds 1 
dell ds 1 
orgTOPROM 
main: 
mov #$03,CONFIG 1 ; Disable the watchdog timer 
mov #$OF,DDRB 





bset 5,PTD ; tum on cooling system 
beIr 2,PTD ; open load circuit breaker 
















jsr wait_ adc ; send temperature 
mov ADR,temp 





mov #$09,ADSCR ; read in pres (0-5V) on PTD bit 2 





mov #$01 ,ADSCR ; read in il (0-5V) on PTB bit 1 





mov #$02,ADSCR; read in Vm (0-5V) on PTB bit 2 

















bclr 5,PTD ; turn off cooling system 
jsr tdelay 
bset 2,PTD ; turn on load circuit breaker 
jsr tdelay 






jsr put_serial; send data to PTBO 
rts 
; TIMER DELAY 
stdelay: mov #$05,dell ; time delay for 5 sec 
tdelay: mov #$01 ,dell 
mov #$EI,TMODH ; time delay for 1 sec 
mov #$OO,TMODL 
mov #$16,TSC 
loop: brclr 7,TSC,100p 












; SERIAL DATA TRANSFER SUB-ROUTINES 
;This function gets a byte of data from the serial pin of the microcontroller, 
;in this case PTBO. The result is returned in the accumulator. 
;Baud rate set by constants, see top offile. 
;elobbers: nothing 
;calls: bit_delay and halC bit_delay 
get_serial: 
pshx 
belr O,DDRB ;serialline is input 
elra 
ldx #8 
wait for start: 
brset O,PTB,waitJor_start ;wait for the start bit 








dbnzx receive JooP 













;This function sends a byte out over the serial pin. The input data 
;comes in via the accumulator. Baud rate as set in constants section 





beir O,PTB ;start bit 
bset O,DDRB 








bitlo: beir O,PTB 
next_loop: 
dbnzx send_loop 
bset O,PTB ;stop bit 












belr O,DDRB ;pullup resistors hold stop state 
pulx 
rts 









;delay for half a bit period. Used by the serial receieve routine 
;clobbers: nothing 
; branches tobit_delay 
haICbit_delay: 
pshx 
ldx #Half bit del 
bra loopl 
Nojrq: 
;This interrupt handler catches interrupts that happened when no 
;interrupt should have occurred. For this reason the processor is halted 












stop; Stop the processor and wait for a reset. 
rti ; return 
org TOPVECTORS 
dw No_irq; ADC Conversion Complete interrupt 
dw Nojrq ; Keyboard interrupt 
dw Nojrq; Unused 
dw Nojrq; Unused 
dw Nojrq; Unused 
dw No_irq; Unused 
dw No_irq; Unused 
dw Nojrq; Unused 
dw No jrq ; Unused 
dw No_irq; Unused 
dw No_irq ; TIMI Overflow interrupt 
dw No_irq; TIM! Channell interrupt 
dw No_irq; TIM! Channel 0 interrupt 
dw Nojrq; Unused 
dw No _irq ; interrupt line 
dw No _irq ; Software interrupt 











E.2 Receiver and Display Source Code 
; This program receives code value (1-5) from UART to determine if 
; temp/pres/imlig/shutdown is sent. 
TOPRAM EQU $0080 ;Top of RAM area JK1I3=0080, JK8=0060 
TOPROM EQU $ECOO ;Top of Flash area JKl=F600, JK3=ECOO, JK8=DCOO 
TOPVECTORS EQU $FFDE ;Top of Interrupt Vector table 
;To calculate bit delay constants: 
;Bit_del=(((crystal speed)/16)/baud rate)-5 
;HaIC bit_ del=Bit_ del/2 
Bit_del EQU $5b 




comma ds 1 
dell ds 1 
del2 ds 1 
code ds 1 
strlen ds 1 ;string display variable 
lcd_temp ds 1 ;string display variable 
hundreds ds 1 ;bcd decode/display variable 
tens ds 1 ;bcd decode/display variable 
units ds 1 ;bcd decode/display variable 
thous ds 1 ;bcd decode/display variable 
disp_no ds 1 ;bcd decode input argument 
bcd no ds 1 




mov #$03,CONFIG 1 ; Disable the watchdog timer 
mov #$FF,DDRB ; port B outputs 
mov #$OO,PTB 
mov #$FF,DDRD 











bclr 3,PTD ; make sure buzzer is off 
mov #$OO,comma ; place a comma in LCD when set as #$FF 
jsr ledjnit ; initialize the LCD module 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg 1 ; = LCD on 
j sr led_string 
; mov #$40,ADCLK 
; mov #$29,ADSCR 
display: 
jsr get_serial; get code, it determines which sensor data is going to be sent next 
mov #$01 ,code 
cmp code 
beq disp 1 ; get temperature 
mov #$02,code 
cmp code 
beq disp2 ; get pressure 
mov #$03,code 
cmp code 
beq disp3 ; get load current 
mov #$04,code 
cmp code 
beq disp4 ; get mains current 
mov #$05,code 
cmp code 
beq disp5 ; shutdown 
bra display 
; if code gets here then code bits not sent properly 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg2 ; = Error in code 
jsr \cd_string 
jsr led_Iine2 















jmp disp _ 4 ; branch function couldn't reach disp _ 4, so use jmp 
disp3: 
jmp disp_3 ; branch function couldn't reach disp_3, so use jmp 
disp5: ; shutdown 




disp 1: ; get tepmerature 
j sr get_serial 
sta disp_no 
asl disp _ no ; mult temp by 2 cos ADC divides by 2 
jsr decode 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg4 ; = Temperature 
j sr led_string 
jsr led_Iine2 
jsr bcd_display 
ldhx #msg5 ; = Degrees C 
jsr led_string 
jmp display 
disp2: ; get pressure 
jsr get_serial 
sta PTB 
mov #$lB,mult_no ; multiply digital no. by IB to get BCD no. 
jsr mult 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg6 ; = Pressure 
j sr led_string 
jsr led_Iine2 
jsr bed _ disp 
ldhx #msg7 ; = Pa 
j sr led_string 
jmp display 












mov #$FF,comma ; insert comma on LCD 
mov #$C8,mult_ no ; multiply digital no. by C8 to get BCD no. 
jsr mult 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg9 ; = Load Current 
jsr led_string 
jsr led _line2 
jsr bcd_display 
ldhx #msglO; = Amps 
j sr led_string 
mov #$OO,comma 
jmp display 
disp _ 4: ; get mains current 
jsr get_serial 
sta PTB 
mov #$FF,comma ; add comma on LCD 
mov #$C8,mult_ no ; multiply digital no. by C8 to get BCD no. 
jsr mult 
jsr clear_led 
ldhx #msg8 ; = Mains Current 
jsr led_string 
j sr led Jine2 
j sr bcd _ disp lay 






;Initialize the LCD module by turning it on, setting it into four bit 





























mov #$02,PTB ;send out the command to clear display and 

























































;Move the LCD cursor to the bottom left hand comer 
mov #$C2,PTB 





0 _________________________________________________________ _ 
,----------------------------------------------------------
pulse e: 






























;Displaya text string. The address of the string is in H:X 
;The length of the string is the first character in the string 
;eg '3the' will display 'the' 
mov X + ,strien ;get the string length, increment pointer 
led_loop: mov X+,led_temp 
Ida lcd_temp 
jsr display_char 
dbnz strien,led JooP 
rts 
0 ___________________________________________________________ _ 
------------------------------------------------------------, 
bcd_disp: 
;Displaya BCD number on the LCD. The number comes in in the variables hundreds, 























uni: Ida units 
add #$30 
j sr disp lay_char 
rts 
addcomma: Idhx #msg 12 ; = , 




;Decode an 8 bit binary number to BCD and pack it into the variables hundreds, 
;tens and units, ready for display. 






























; convert binary no. into "bins" of units, tens, hundreds and thous 






Ida #$1 B ; convert pressure 
cmp mult_no 
beg pressure 
Ida #$C8 ; convert current 
cmp mult_no 
beg current_ 
current_: ; branch can't reach current so use jmp function 
jmp current 
pressure: ; pressure decoding process, see chapter 3.3.4 of thesis for explanation 
Ida #$00 
brclr O,PTB,inc I 
mov #$06,units 
mov #$01 ,tens 
jsr overflow 




























































































current: ; current decoding process 
Ida #$00 ;units == 1 st decimal place 
brclr O,PTB,iinc1 ;tens == units 
mov #$02,units ;hundreds == tens 
jsr overflow 















































































; this checks ifbins are >9 then increments higher bin 
Ida units 
cmp #$OA 




ts: lda tens 
cmp#$OA 




th: lda hundreds 
cmp #$OA 

















db "LCD on" 
msg2: db !l3 
db "Error in code" 
msg3: db !8 
db "transfer" 
msg4: db ! 12 
db "Temperature:" 
msg5: db!lO 
db " Degrees C" 
msg6: db !9 
db "Pressure:" 
msg7: db !3 
db" Pa" 
msg8: db !13 
db "Mains current" 
msg9: db ! 12 







;delay4 = short, delay 1 = intermediate and delay5 = very long 
deJay4: 















delay 1 : 
mov #$20,dell 





dbnz dell ,delay2 
rts 
.=========================================================== , 
; Timer delay 
"=========================================================== , 
tdelay: 
mov #$EI,TMODH ; time delay for 1 sec 
mov #$OO,TMODL 
mov #$I6,TSC 
loop: brelr 7,TSC,loop 
rts 
; SERIAL DATA TRANSFER SUB-ROUTINES 
0========================================================= , 
;This function gets a byte of data from the serial pin ofthe microcontroller, 
;in this case PTBO. The result is returned in the accumulator. 
;Baud rate set by constants, see top offile. 
;elobbers: nothing 
;calls: bit_delay and halC bit_delay 
get_serial: 
pshx 
belr O,DDRB ;serialline is input 
elra 
ldx #8 
wait for start: 
brset O,PTB,waitjor_start ;wait for the start bit 
























;This function sends a byte out over the serial pin. The input data 






bclr O,PTB ;start bit 
bset O,DDRB 








bitlo: bclr O,PTB 
next_loop: 
dbnzx send_loop 
bset O,PTB ;stop bit 
jsr bit_delay ;stop bit and gaurd time 
jsr bit_delay 













0 ________________________________________________________ _ 
,---------------------------------------------------------



















;This interrupt handler catches interrupts that happened when no 
;interrupt should have occurred. For this reason the processor is halted 
;and user intervention is required. This routine is only called under severe 
;fault conditions. 
stop; Stop the processor and wait for a reset. 
rti ; return 
0============================================================================================= , 
org TOPVECTORS 
dw No _irq ; ADC Conversion Complete interrupt 
dw No _irq ; Keyboard interrupt 
dw No_irq ; Unused 
dw No _irq ; Unused 
dw No _irq ; Unused 
dw Nojrq ; Unused 











dw No_irq ; Unused 
dw No _irq ; Unused 
dw No _irq ; Unused 
dwNoJrq; TIMI Overflow interrupt 
dw NoJrq; TIMI Channell interrupt 
dw No_irq; TIMI Channel 0 interrupt 
dw No_irq; Unused 
dw No _irq ; interrupt line 
dw No _irq ; Software interrupt 












Dismantling the 400 Hz Motor 
Generator Set 
1. With all circuit-breakers off disconnect the three-phase load bank from the alterna-
tor's terminals noting the which bundles are attached to which phase of the CFA. 
Note the neutral wire attached to the GCU shielding. 
2. Disconnect the three-phase supply from the soft starter, motor and fan terminals. 
Keeping note of the orientation. Reversing wires changes motor direction. 
3. Disconnect the fan coil start signal from the auxiliary contactor attached to the delta 
relay inside the soft starter. 
4. Disconnect the 28 V signal line from the auxiliary contactor attached to the delta 
relay. 
5. Disconnect the pressure and temperature switch connections from the soft starter. 
6. Remove the cooling shroud from the alternator carcass by loosening the six 8mm 
bolts from the shroud lip. Remove ventilation piping and carefully compress and 
store in a safe place. 
7. Remove the wiring harness from the alternator and keep the side attached to the 
GCU connected. 
8. Wrap phase wires around the alternators aliminium frame and detach the clamp. 
9. Sliding the alternator out of the motors shaft keeping the CFA in the horizontal 
plane at all times. Do not knock tilt or rotate the CFA as oil displaces under these 
circumstances. 












List of Suppliers and Budget 
Table G.l: Components purchased during commissioning and company details. 
System I Components I Supplier I Rand amount I Year I 
Prime Mover Induction Motor- 15 kW Alstom 6042,00 2003 
Prime Mover Soft Starter- Wye/Delta Retlaw Engineering a/o 2004 
Generator 400 Hz Generator SAAF Donation a/o 
Generator Amphenol Connector Saftec Sales 1 500,00 2006 
Ventilation Veritech Fan and Ducts Veritech 17953,36 2005 
Ventilation Duct- Cooling Shroud Veri tech 4286,00 2007 
Monitoring Data Logger and Sensors RS Components 3686,00 2006 
Monitoring LEM modules LV/LAH Denver Technology 1 036,00 2006 
Monitoring Thermal Switch- Bi RS Components 193,06 2006 
Monitoring Pressure Switch- Low RS Components 243,17 2007 
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